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ABSTRACT: Nanocomposite capsules containing magnetite nanoparticles
(MNPs) are promising multifunctional drug delivery systems for various biomedical
applications. The presence of MNPs allows one to visualize these capsules via
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and optoacoustic (photoacoustic) imaging.
Moreover, we can ensure precise navigation and remote release via a magnetic field
gradient and alternating magnetic fields, respectively. Magnetic dipole−dipole
interaction between single capsules is important when a magnetic field is applied,
and it is determined by a magnetic moment of each individual capsule. However,
there is a lack of experimental data on the magnetic moment of a single capsule.
Physical properties of capsules vary due to the change in the volume fraction of
MNPs, as well as the capsule shell architecture. Therefore, two types of submicron capsules with different amounts of MNPs were
synthesized. The first type of capsules was prepared by freezing-induced loading and layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. The amount of
MNPs varied by the number of freezing-induced loading cycles: two, four, and six. The second type of capsules is a nanocomposite
shell formed using the LbL assembly of the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes and MNPs. Structural properties of both types of
submicron capsules and MNPs were studied using transmission electron microscopy. Magnetic moments of nanocomposite shells
placed in an external magnetic field were directly measured by optical tweezers and calculated based on vibrating-sample
magnetometer measurements of the water suspension of nanocomposite shells. The magnetic moment of an individual shell depends
on the amount of MNPs and increases as the number of MNPs per shell grows. Magnetic coupling parameters and the specific
absorption rate were calculated. The obtained results can be applied while preparing drug carrier systems sensitive to alternating
magnetic fields and navigated by gradient magnetic fields. They can also be taken into account in device development for navigating
drug delivery systems and for the treatment based on alternating magnetic field-induced hyperthermia.

KEYWORDS: magnetic moment of a single capsule, shell, magnetite nanoparticles, layer-by-layer assembly, freezing-induced loading,
optical tweezers, specific absorption rate, vibrating-sample magnetometer magnetic measurements

1. INTRODUCTION

Harnessing nanoparticles in drug delivery has been considered
as a promising approach in various biomedical applications.
However, the delivery of drugs through nanoparticles has been
recently critically overviewed showing that the main challenge
in this field is the low delivery efficiency. Wilhelm et al.
demonstrated that only 0.7% of the administered nanoparticles
are delivered to solid tumors.1 This study shows that chemical
addressing by the surface modification of drug delivery systems
using molecules with specific adhesion to the targeted cells
increases the delivery efficiency from 0.6% for passive
addressing to 0.9% for the active one.1 The alternative
approach is physical addressing by optical,2 acoustic,3 and
magnetic4 tweezers. A comparative analysis of these methods
mentioned above is present in the work of Ozcelik et al.5 The
magnetic tweezers technique provides remote navigation of

drug delivery systems using magnetic field gradients for
nanocomposite capsules,4 magnetotactic bacteria,6 and micro-
propellers.7 Moreover, a promising task is the development of
multifunctional drug delivery systems that combine many
functions such as visualization, remote release, and navigation.8

Imaging techniques include fluorescence molecular tomog-
raphy,8 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),8 optical coher-
ence tomography,9 and the new ones such as optoacoustic
microscopy8 and tomography.10 Many approaches have
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already been used for the remote release of encapsulated drugs,
including laser irradiation,11 alternating magnetic fields,12,13

and ultrasound14 including high-intensity focused ultrasound.8

Precise navigation can be implemented via optical2 and
acoustic tweezers5 and the magnetic field gradient.4 Currently,
only magnetic field gradient approaches have been applied in
vivo.4 The navigation of multifunctional drug carrier systems is
realized by nanocomposite carriers containing large amounts of
magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs).8 Various types of nano-
composite objects have been prepared including core−shell
particles,15 a nanocomposite shell,15 a lipid/polymer shell with
encapsulated MNPs,8,16 gas bubbles stabilized by dye-
surfactant complexes,17 or nanoparticles with the polymer
shell.17

There are several MNP synthesis methods, one of them is
thermal decomposition, but it requires precursors that have
toxic effects.18 In this study, we aim for the biomedical
application, and therefore, we try to avoid toxicity and use
simple and cheap synthesis that also could be carried out under
sterile conditions in a chemical reactor. As a result, we realized
Massart’s precipitation method with modifications.19 The
peculiarity of all precipitation methods is that it is hard to
obtain the uniform distribution of the resulting nanoparticles.
The difference of MNPs in size is not dramatic and is
acceptable for our applications.
Doxorubicin (DOX) is one of the well-known anthracycline

antibiotics and is widely used as an antitumor chemotherapy
medication.20 The main advantage of this drug is that it is
fluorescent and the peaks of emission (560 and 590 nm)21 are
in the optical transparency window of the biological tissue, that
is why DOX can be used for biodistribution studies. The
crucial factor limiting the use of DOX is its extremely high
cardiotoxicity. Therefore, it is important to develop methods of
targeted delivery of DOX that could reduce its side effects on
the cardiovascular system. As in a previous work, drug delivery
carriers DOX with MNP were visualized with several methods
such as MRI and fluorescence tomography and optoacoustics.8

Moreover, the ability for the remote release of encapsulated
DOX by focused ultrasound has been shown.8 In this study,
DOX was used as a model therapeutic agent.
There are efficient approaches to prepare drug delivery

carriers loaded by different types of cargo including layer-by-
layer (LbL) assembly,22,23 freezing-induced loading (FIL),15

and their combinations.10 LbL assembly has already been used
for preparing nanocomposite films and shells containing
MNPs4,24 and polymer shells for the encapsulation of MNPs
embedded in vaterite particles using FIL.8 The nanocomposite
shells with encapsulated MNPs have also been prepared using
LbL25 and FIL methods,8 and their characteristics were
explored through MRI.8,25,26 Core−shell particles are given
particular attention in biomedicine and pharmacology.27,28

Magnetic nanoparticles embedded in microcapsules make
them controllable, thus providing for an enhanced efficiency of
drug delivery carrier systems.29,30

The behavior of particles containing MNPs under a
magnetic field gradient was recently considered.31 There are
two types of particle movement under the impact of the
magnetic field gradient − magnetophoresis: cooperative
magnetophoresis and magnetophoresis-induced convection.31

Cooperative magnetophoresis is a collective motion of strongly
interacting particles. The gradient field is created because of
the appearance of a local magnetic field in each of the particles
magnetized in the same direction. The convection type is

induced by an external inhomogeneous magnetic field31 and
can be calculated using the magnetic dipole moment of each
individual particle. Parameters of aggregation and magnetic
coupling can be used for determining the type of particle
behavior in the magnetic field. Because of the stable structure
and the ability to control the position and filler release by
means of a magnetic field, these types of particles help deliver a
drug to the target organ or part of the body. When working
with such agents, it is important to precisely determine their
mechanical and magnetic properties that govern their behavior
and movement in biological tissues and organisms.
Knowledge of the magnetic moment of nanocomposite drug

carriers allows us to predict the behavior of such objects in
vivo. Preclinical studies use nanocomposite carriers at
concentrations of 108−109 mL−1 and volume of injections
using magnetic suspensions amounting to 10−100 μL.
The properties of magnetic suspensions are usually studied

via the dynamic light scattering (DLS) method or other
scattering techniques32,33 and vibrating-sample magnetome-
try.34,35 However, these approaches characterize the suspen-
sion in general, still providing little information about
individual particles. Moreover, the measurements of magnetic
properties are often carried out for a dried or very
concentrated suspension, and mutual magnetization of micro-
particles strongly affects the obtained results.
Optical tweezers are a unique experimental technique that

allows for studying the properties of a single submicron object
and measuring the forces acting in microsystems with greater
precision.2,36−38 It had previously been shown that the
magnetic interaction forces of microparticles could be
measured with an accuracy of 1 fN and the magnetic moment
of an individual microparticle with an accuracy of about 10−16

A·m2 using this technique,39,40 which makes optical tweezers a
promising method for characterizing individual magnetic
microcapsules.
The ability of nanoparticles to heat in an alternating

magnetic field is their crucial feature used for inducing local
heating in tumors. The specific absorption rate (SAR) is a
parameter that characterizes the heating power of a substance
at the fixed values of intensity and frequency of the alternating
magnetic field. The SAR value varies widely for different
materials from 0.35 to 6000 W/g.41,42 The most promising
materials that can be used in designing the practice are
nanoparticles of ferrite,43,44 manganite,45,46 and gadolinium-
based alloys.47,48 Heating of ferromagnetic particles occurs due
to two mechanisms: the Neél relaxation of magnetization
(hysteresis process) and the mechanical rotation of the
particles. Consequently, the magnetic properties of particles,
their size, architecture, and viscosity of the medium are the key
parameters determining the SAR value.
The presence of MNPs allows for achieving the multi-

functionality of nanocomposite carriers: besides the ability of
their targeted delivery by the application of a magnetic field
gradient,49 the carriers could be visualized by MRI;8 the
inclusion of MNPs gives the opportunity of local heating target
area by alternating magnetic field50 and remote release of
encapsulated substances.51

Therefore, measurements of the magnetic moment of an
individual nanocomposite carrier prepared using LbL or a
combination of LbL and FIL is an actual task for practical
applications in modern biophysics and interface science. This
study provides new knowledge on the effect of the FIL cycle
number and the MNP volume fraction on the magnetic
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moment of individual capsules obtained using the optical
tweezers technique. The obtained data are compared with
vibrating-sample magnetometry. Several important parameters
determining the behavior of nanocomposite carriers under the
impact of the magnetic field gradient and the alternating
magnetic field are numerically obtained.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. Poly-L-arginine hydrochloride (Parg, MW = 15−70

kDa), dextran sulfate sodium salt (Dex, MW = 100 kDa), glycerol,
phosphate buffer solution (PBS), sodium hydroxide (99.8%),
iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), iron(II) chloride
tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium
salt (EDTA), hydrochloric acid, calcium chloride dihydrate,
anhydrous sodium carbonate, sodium chloride, and sodium hydroxide
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA); doxorubicin (DOX)
(“Omutninsk Scientific Experimental Industrial Base,” Russia).
Deionized (DI) water with specific resistivity higher than 18.2 MΩ·
cm from Milli-Q Plus 185 (Millipore) water purification system was
used to make all solutions.
2.2. Methods. 2.2.1. Synthesis of MNPs. MNPs were obtained by

chemical precipitation from salts of di- and trivalent iron in the
presence of a base. Initially, 0.65 g of FeCl3·6H2O and 0.24 g of FeCl2·
4H2O were dissolved in water at room temperature with mixing.
Then, 100 mL of 0.1 M NaOH was added to the reaction cell. For
further colloid stabilization, 25 mL of citric acid (16 mg/mL) solution
was prepared. To remove oxygen from iron salts, the stabilizing agent,
and sodium hydroxide solution, nitrogen was bubbled across the
closed cells with mixing for 10 min. After that, iron salt solutions were
injected into the sodium hydroxide solution for over several seconds
with active mixing, followed by active mixing of the solution for 4 min.
Then, 25 mL of citric acid (20 mg/mL) was added to the suspension
with constant mixing. The synthesis of MNPs and their coating with
citric acid were carried out in the nitrogen atmosphere using the
chemical reactor TetraQuant CR-1 (TetraQuant LLC, Russia). The
dialysis of magnetic hydrosol was conducted for four days in a 1.2 L
vial with slow mixing. Mixing of the reagents and the washing steps
were carried out in the nitrogen atmosphere.
2.2.2. Preparation of Nanocomposite Microcapsules. Submicron-

sized CaCO3 templates (∼500 nm in diameter on average) were
synthesized as described elsewhere.52 In brief, 4 g of glycerol was
mixed with aqueous solutions (0.4 mL of CaCl2 and 0.4 mL of
Na2CO3) in equal concentrations (0.5 M) with vigorous stirring at

700 rpm at room temperature. After 1 h of continuous stirring, the
suspension was centrifuged, and the precipitate was washed with
excess DI water five times to remove glycerol.

The schemes for capsule preparation are shown in Figure 1.
Loading of the template with DOX for all types was performed using
the FIL method15 with a mini-rotating device TetraQuant R-1
(TetraQuant LLC, Russia) in a single loading cycle. The loaded
particles were separated by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 1 min. The
supernatant was then analyzed to determine the drug content.

The sample notation has the form XcYs, where X is the number of
FIL loadings per core, and Y is the number of magnetite nanoparticle
layers formed using the LbL assembly method. Samples 2c0s, 4c0s,
and 6c0s were assembled on the CaCO3 template with DOX by
sequential (one to six times) loading of MNPs using the FIL
method15 (Figure 1a). Then, the shell was formed by the adsorption
of 1 mL of the oppositely charged Parg (0.5 mg/mL in 0.15 M NaCl)
and Dex (1 mg/mL in 0.15 M NaCl) by the spherical surface of
calcium carbonate cores with DOX and MNPs. After adsorption, the
cores were dissolved by treatment with EDTA sodium salt solution
(concentration in water, 0.2 M). After each adsorption step as well as
after dissolving calcium carbonate cores, the suspension of the
capsules was centrifuged and washed two times with pure water. The
capsules 0c1s were assembled on the obtained template with DOX by
sequential alternate adsorption (using the LbL technique) of Parg,
MNPs, and Dex (Figure 1b).

CaCO3 template loadings were conducted in the following way.
Vaterite particle suspension was added to the DOX solution in the
polymeric tube and then frozen under mixing according to the FIL
method. After the mixture was completely frozen, it was thawed and
washed two times with DI water. Then, this freezing−thawing cycle
was repeated two times (the first step in Figure 1a, b). The template
particles for samples 2c0s, 4c0s, and 6c0s were prepared by the
loading of MNPs after DOX was loaded. The loading was done in a
similar way by adding vaterite particles loaded with DOX to the MNP
suspension in the polymeric tube and then conducting freezing−
thawing cycles (the second step in Figure 1a). For samples 2c0s, 4c0s,
and 6c0s, the freezing−thawing cycles were repeated 2, 4, and 6 times,
respectively, as denoted above.

The shell of the samples was obtained using the LbL assembly
method, which is sequential adsorption of oppositely charged
materials onto a substrate. The template particles were added in the
Parg solution in the polymeric tube, and then, the suspension was
stirred for 15 min on the shaker. When the stirring was done, the
mixture was centrifuged and washed three times with DI water

Figure 1. Schemes of sample preparation with MNP loading to (a) core: 2c0s, 4c0s, and 6c0s and (b) shell: 0c1s (sample notation: XcYs, where X
is the number of FIL loadings per core, Y is the number of magnetite nanoparticle layers formed using the LbL method).
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(Figure 1a, step 3). After that, the particles were ready for the next
layer deposition, which was done in a similar way, but Parg was
changed with Dex (Figure 1a, step 4). The deposition of these two
layers was repeated one more time, and in the result, we obtained the
shell with the structure of type Parg/Dex/Parg/Dex.
The templates for sample 0c1s after loading with DOX three times

were added in the Parg solution in the polymeric tube and then stirred
as described earlier (step 2 in Figure 1b). The next layer was absorbed
in a similar way, but Parg was changed to MNPs (step 3 in Figure 1b).
The last two layers of Parg and Dex were deposited in the same way
as for samples 2c0s, 4c0s, and 6c0s (Figure 1a), and the resulting shell
structure of 0c1s is Parg/MNP/Parg/Dex (Figure 1b).
Each polymer was used as a 1 mg/mL aqueous solution with 0.15

M NaCl. CaCO3 cores were dissolved by treatment with 0.2 M
EDTA. After each adsorption step and the EDTA treatment, we
washed the microparticles with DI water twice. As a result, two types
of samples were obtained: 2c0s, 4c0s, and 6c0s with different amounts
of MNPs in the core (Figure 1a) and 0c1s (Figure 1b).
2.2.3. Characterizing the Particles and Capsules. Concentrations

of magnetite in all samples were measured through the colorimetric
titration method based on the qualitative reaction of Fe3+ ions with
ammonium thiocyanate. First, the magnetite colloid/core−shell
suspension was dissolved in 1 M H2SO4 solution for 24 h. Second,
100 μL of the dissolved suspension was diluted by 800 μL of water.
Then, 100 μL of 4 M water solution of ammonium thiocyanate was
added to the sample, and absorption at a wavelength of 473 nm was
measured. Absorption of the standard Fe3+ solution in 1 M H2SO4

with the known concentration was used to obtain a calibration curve.
The amount of magnetite in the solution was calculated using the
calibration curve.
For iron quantification, inductively coupled plasma mass-

spectrometry (ICP-MS) was used. The capsules with magnetic
nanoparticles were dissolved in concentrated nitric acid during
incubation at 60 °C for 2 h. Then, solutions were 10-fold diluted with
distilled water, and the Fe concentration was measured using a
NexION 2000 mass spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, USA). The device
was calibrated using serial dilutions of FeCl3 salt.

57 The Fe peak was
used for analysis. The ICP-MS measurements of the sample with the
maximum MNP loading are 0.780 ± 0.049 g/L, which is in a good
correlation with the 0.610 ± 0.007 g/L value obtained using the
titration method.
The particle morphology and elemental composition were

characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with an
MAIA3 (Tescan, Czech Republic) microscope coupled with an
energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) detector (X-act, Oxford
Instruments, High Wycombe, UK). Nanoparticles in water were
dropped on the silicon grid and dried under the air. Electron
micrographs were obtained at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV using
the secondary electron detection mode.
The determination of the size of the particles and the appearance of

the synthesized capsules were carried out using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Libra 120, Carl Zeiss, Germany; 120 kV).

The average size of MNPs measured using the DLS method
(Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern, UK) was 9 ± 3 nm (Figure 2a). This
result was confirmed by TEM images (6 ± 2 nm) (Figure 2b). The
concentration of the magnetite colloid was 0.626 mg/mL.

The magnetic properties of samples were measured using dual-trap
optical tweezers combined with four electromagnets. The exper-
imental setup of optical tweezers is shown in Figure 3. The setup

included two single-mode infrared lasers with a wavelength of 980
nm. Two optical traps were formed by strongly focusing laser beams
on a sample chamber using an oil immersion objective lens with a
numerical aperture of 1.3 and a working distance of 0.2 mm. The
objective lens was mounted on the focusing system. The chamber
with a sample was located on a two-coordinate mechanical stage. An
acousto-optical deflector (AOD) was used for precise positioning of
one of the traps. The experimental setup was equipped with two
additional lasers with output wavelengths of 635 and 670 nm and a
power of 0.3 mW each, which were used to detect the displacement of
the trapped objects by the registration of laser radiation scattered on
the trapped particles using two-quadrant photodiodes (QPDs). To
visualize the trapped objects, light from the light-emitting diode
(LED) passed through the sample and was collected by the objective
on a complementary metal−oxide−semiconductor video camera.
Four electromagnets were located around the sample and provided a
uniform alternating magnetic field up to 62 Oe in the area of the

Figure 2. Magnetite nanoparticle size distribution by DLS measurements (a), TEM image (b), and nanoparticle size distribution by TEM analysis
(c).

Figure 3. Experimental setup of optical tweezers for studying the
magnetic properties of microcapsules. The inset shows a micrograph
of two capsules (2c0s) in optical traps.
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trapped objects. For more information about the optical tweezers
setup53 and the electromagnet system,54 see the previously published
articles.
2.3. Optical Tweezers Measurements. Coverslips were treated

with 3% hydrogen peroxide. Then, 45 μL of the capsule suspension
was placed between two coverslips and sealed using an adhesive tape
and soft paraffin. The chamber with the sample prepared in this way
was placed on the stage of optical tweezers.
Two capsules were trapped by optical tweezers at a distance of 10

μm above the cover glass of the chamber and photographed to
determine their size and distance between them. A typical micrograph
of the trapped capsules is shown in the inset of Figure 3. The optical
power of laser radiation in the beam waist was 6 mW for each trap.
In the first measurement (Figure 4a), the position of one of the

traps was oscillated sinusoidally with a frequency of ν = 8 Hz and an
amplitude of Atrap = 105 nm in the observation plane using AOD.
Time dependence of the signal from QPD was recorded for 50 s,
making it possible to determine the amplitude of capsule oscillations,
which was smaller than the trap oscillation amplitude.
Neglecting the contribution of Brownian motion and a fictitious

force, the motion of the capsule in the oscillating trap is described by
the following equation:

x kx kA tsin(2 )trapγ πν′+ = (1)

where x is the capsule coordinate, γ is the coefficient of viscous
friction determined by Stokes’ law, and k is the effective trap stiffness.
The solution of eq 1 is sought in the form of forced oscillations x(t) =
Im (x̂ei2πνt), where x̂ is the complex amplitude of the capsule
coordinate and provides the expression for the amplitude of capsule
oscillations:

A
kA

k 4
caps
dif trap

2 2 2 2π γ ν
=

+ (2)

The derivation of eq 2 is given in eqs S1−S9.
In the second measurement, trajectories of the capsule motion were

recorded for 50 s, while both traps were static, and the electromagnets
created a uniform alternating magnetic field with a frequency of ν/2 =
4 Hz and an amplitude of Ho= 62 Oe in the area where the trapped
capsules were located (Figure 4b). The vector of the magnetic field
strength was directed along the line connecting the centers of the
optical traps. The field periodically induced magnetic moments in the
capsules and caused the oscillating force of mutual magnetic
attraction. Under the impact of the force, the capsules were
periodically displaced from the centers of the optical traps with an

amplitude Acaps
magn at the doubled frequency of magnetic field

oscillations, which corresponds to the following equation of motion:

x kx F tsin ( )magn
2γ πν′+ = (3)

In the approximation of magnetic dipole interaction of capsules, the
amplitude of the attraction force is given as follows:

F
H

R

3

2magn
0

2
0

2

4

μ α
π

=
(4)

where α is the effective magnetic susceptibility of the capsule, and μ0
= 4π × 10−7 N · A−2 is the magnetic permeability of free space. The
solution of the equation of motion is sought in the form of forced
oscillations x(t) = Re (x̂ei2πνt) and provides the following expression
for the amplitude of capsule oscillations caused by magnetic
interaction:

A
F

k2 4
caps
magn magn

2 2 2 2π γ ν
=

+ (5)

The derivation of this equation is given in eqs S10−S17. A typical
value of Acaps

magn is 2.5 nm.
In the third measurement, the magnetic field was turned off, and

the Brownian motion of the capsules in static traps was recorded for
50 s. The effective stiffness of the optical trap k was determined using
the protocol of the previously published work.40 All measurements
were carried out at a temperature of 22 °C.

Finally, the amplitudes of the magnetic interaction force Fmagn and
the magnetic moment mOT are determined as follows:

F
A

A
kA2magn

caps
magn

caps
dif trap=

(6)

m
R F2

3OT

4
magn

0

π

μ
=

(7)

The derivation of eq 6 is given in supplementary materials.
2.4. Vibrating-Sample Magnetometer Measurements. Hys-

teresis loops of the samples were obtained using a vibrating-sample
magnetometer (VSM) LakeShore 7407 Series. Measurements of the
magnetic properties of the particles were carried out in a liquid
medium. The sample was poured into a capillary tube with a volume
of 15 μL; then, the ends of the capillary tube were sealed with paraffin
wax. Because the samples had small magnetic moment values, the

Figure 4. Scheme of optical trapping for two magnetic capsules: (a) position of one of the traps oscillates; (b) an external alternating magnetic field
is applied.
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diamagnetic signals from the holder and the capillary tube were
crucial. Additional subtraction of the result obtained for an empty
container from the hysteresis loop increased the reliability of the final
data. The magnetic moment per particle was calculated using data on
the particle concentration in a liquid. This technique for determining
the magnetic moment of bulk samples allowed us to confirm the
results obtained using the dual-trap optical tweezers. In addition, the
value of magnetic susceptibility, which was determined based on
hysteresis loops, is used in further theoretical calculations of the SAR
parameter.
2.5. Calculation of Sample Parameters. The mean interparticle

distance (MIPD) is proportional to the volume or area per particle.
For samples with MNPs dispersed in the core, eq 8 was used:

r
1

N
V

v
3

< > =
(8)

where N is the number of MNPs in an individual capsule, V is the
volume of the capsule, and r is MIPD. For samples with MNPs
dispersed in the shell, we used the following equation:

r
1

N
S

s
2

< > =
(9)

where N is the number of MNPs in a capsule shell, S is the surface
area of the capsule, and r is MIPD.
Aggregation parameter N* was calculated using the following

equation:31

N e0
( 1)ϕ*= Γ−

(10)

where ϕ0 is the volume fraction of magnetic particles in the solution,
which can be easily computed based on its mass concentration. Γ is
the magnetic coupling parameter,31 which is the ratio between the
magnetic energy of two magnetized capsules in contact and thermal
energy:

m

d k T2
0 OT

2

3
B

μ
π

Γ =
(11)

where mOT is the magnetic moment of the capsule measured by
optical tweezers; d is the average diameter of the capsule; kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
SAR is calculated by dividing the heating power of the particles by

their unit mass of magnetic particles:

fHSAR
1 2 f

1 (2 f )0 0
2

0 2ϕρ
πμ χ= π τ

+ π τ (12)

where ρ is the material density of magnetic particles, ϕ is the volume
fraction of magnetic particles in the fluid, μ0 is the magnetic constant,
f is the frequency of the external alternating magnetic field, H0 is the
external alternating magnetic field amplitude, χ0 is the static magnetic
susceptibility, and τ is the effective relaxation time of the system. The
most significant contribution to the caloric properties, which
determines the value of SAR, is made by the relaxation time τ of
the rotation frequency of the magnetic moment. The rotation of the
magnetic moment in an alternating magnetic field occurs under the
action of two mechanisms: the Neél mechanism of rotation of the
magnetic moment and the Brownian rotation of the particle.

B N

N B
τ

τ τ
τ τ

=
×
+ (13)

The Neél relaxation time τN and the Brownian rotational relaxation
time τB of the particle are given as follows:

2
eKV kT

KV
kT

N 0

/
τ π τ=

(14)

V
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3
B

Hτ
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=
(15)

where η is the dynamic viscosity coefficient, VH is the hydrodynamic
volume of a particle, and K is the magnetic anisotropy constant.

The magnetophoretic velocities were also calculated for all samples.
Submicron capsules moving through the bloodstream in a vessel in
the presence of an external inhomogeneous magnetic field experience
various external forces. The capsules are acted upon by the force of
viscous friction, the force of Brownian motion, the buoyancy force
from the liquid medium they move in, and by a magnetophoretic
force from an external magnetic field. There are also the inertia forces,
the gravity force, and the force of particle-particle hydrodynamic and
magnetic interactions. However, all these forces for capsules with a
diameter of less than 1 μm are negligible in comparison with the
magnetophoretic force and the force of viscous friction and therefore
may not be taken into account.55,56 Thus, only two forces make the
main contribution to the right side of the motion equation of the
capsules in the bloodstream: the force of viscous friction and the
magnetophoretic force.

Considering the blood to be a Newtonian fluid with dynamic
viscosity ηb = 4.5 mPa.s at 37 °C,56 the viscous friction force is
determined using Stoke’s law:

F r6D b υπη= − (16)

where r is the hydrodynamic radius that coincides with the radius of
the capsule, and υ is the capsule velocity relative to the blood. Vector
quantities are indicated in bold.

The magnetophoretic force acting on the capsules in the dipole
approximation can be written as follows:

F mB( )M = ▽ (17a)

where m is the capsule magnetic moment and B is the external
magnetic flux density. Considering the saturation fields and assuming
that the capsule magnetic moment is always directed along the
external magnetic field, eq 17a can be rewritten passing from vectors
to their absolute values and removing the magnetic moment from the
action of the nabla operator:

F m BM S= ▽ (17b)

where mS = |mS| is the capsule magnetic moment in saturation, B = |B|,
and ▽B is the magnetic flux density gradient at the point of the
capsule location.

Considering that the mass of the capsule is small, the equation of
capsule motion in the bloodstream takes the following form:

F F 0D M+ = (18)

Eq 18 allows one to determine the capsule magnetophoretic
velocity caused by the gradient of the external magnetic field:

m B
r6

S

b

υ
πη

=
▽

(19)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LbL assembly and its combination with the FIL method were
successfully applied for preparing two types of capsules with
MNPs. The average size of the nanoparticles measured using
the DLS method is 9 ± 3 nm (Figure 2a). The TEM image of
MNPs is presented in Figure 2b. The average size of 6 ± 2 nm
obtained from the TEM images is consistent with the values
measured using the DLS method.
The first type of capsules with different amounts of MNPs

was prepared using FIL and LbL assembly. Two, four, and six
FIL cycles of MNPs were carried out to vary the amount of
nanoparticles dispersed inside the polymer shells.
The second type of capsules is a typical example of a

nanocomposite shell produced using LbL. A similar approach
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is described in previous studies.4,9,11,24,25 The difference
consists in the submicron size of the shell as well as in vaterite
particles that were used as templates.
Both types of microcapsules were characterized by TEM

(Figure 5). TEM images show an increase in the filling density
of MNPs with the increase in the number of FIL cycles.
(Figure 5b2, c2, d2).
According to TEM images, the capsules with nanoparticles

inside the bulk, obtained using the FIL method, have sharper
edges formed by polymer layers. In contrast, capsules with
MNPs in the shell (samples 0c1s) have indistinct edges. We
can also see individual nanoparticles outside the capsule shell
for the sample 0c1s (Figure 5a,a2). Water suspension of all
types of capsules is stable in time. Moreover, the layer of
MNPs (for sample 0c1s) is further covered with a poly-L-
arginine layer and then with a dextran sulfate layer, which gives
additional stability and lower probability of MNP desorption.24

Additionally, the comparison of the images in Figure 5 (a, a2)
with (b, b2, c, c2, d, d2) shows that samples obtained by LbL
(Figure 5a, a2) have a larger diameter than the samples
obtained by FIL (Figure 5b, b2, c, c2, d, d2). This can be
explained by the following reasoning. Capsules of LbL samples
have dense and thick shells.24 During the drying process that
accompanies the preparation of the samples for TEM
measurements, the shells are ruptured by osmotic pressure
and electrostatic repulsion interactions (Coulomb force)
between similarly charged MNPs embedded in the polyelec-
trolyte shell (sample 0c1s). The repulsion force is increased
during the drying process because water with high dielectric
permittivity evaporates from the shell. Desorption of nano-
particles from the surface of such capsules is caused by osmotic
pressure that affects the capsule shell and induces shell damage.
Osmotic pressure is proportional to the shell thickness and
density. We had previously demonstrated that embedding
MNPs in the polymer shell led to increased shell thickness.24 It
is confirmed by the results obtained for planar nanocomposite
films.11,57 The osmotic nature of the capsule shell damage is
confirmed by the fact that 0c1s capsules in the dried state
(Figure 5a) are larger than the capsules with nanoparticles
within the inner volume (Figure 5b, c, and d).

The elemental composition of samples was characterized
using SEM with an EDS detector. The EDS spectra of the
samples are presented in Figure S1. These measurements are
not quantitative and show that iron and oxygen, as elements of
magnetite, are present in the samples, which correlates to the
observation of MNPs via TEM imaging.
The magnetic moments of the capsules measured by optical

tweezers are presented in Table 1 and have the order of

magnitude of 10−16 A·m2 in the external magnetic field of 62
Oe. In our previous work, we obtained a magnetic moment for
three-micron polystyrene beads with magnetite nanograins
included (PMPEG-3.0, Kisker Biotech GmbH&Co) using the
similar optical tweezers with electromagnets.40 In the static
external magnetic field with the same strength, the magnetic
moment of polystyrene-magnetite beads was (17.5 ± 0.8) ×
10−15 A·m2, which exceeds the value of the magnetic moment
for the studied capsules because the number of MNPs per bead
was much larger. Therefore, the new approach, using an

Figure 5. TEM images of the samples with MNPs embedded inside the shell using the LbL method, 0c1s (a, a2), and within the inner volume of
capsules with a different number of MNP loading by FIL − 2 − 2c0s (b, b2), 4 − 4c0s (c, c2), 6 − 6c0s (d, d2), respectively.

Table 1. Measured and Calculated Characteristics of
Submicron Capsules: MNP Number (NMNP) and Mass
(MMNP) per Capsule, MNP Volume Fraction φ, Mean
Interparticle Distance (<r>v for 2c0s, 4c0s, 6c0s and <r>s for
0c1s), Magnetic Moments mOT and mVSM (at H = 62 Oe),
Relative Scatter of Magnetic Moment Values Δm/mOT, SAR,
Magnetic Coupling Parameter Γ, and Aggregation
Parameter N*

sample 2c0s 4c0s 6c0s 0c1s

MMNP, pg/caps. 0.13 0.17 0.2 0.09
NMNP, 10

4/caps. 5.0 6.5 7.6 3.3
φMNP, % 30 39 46 20
MIPD, nm <r>v <r>s

12 11 10 5
mOT, 10

−16 A.m2 3.5 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.5 7.2 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.4
Δm/mOT 0.66 0.61 0.25 0.79
mVSM, 10

−16 A.m2 3.1 3.6 7.4 2.6
SAR W/kg 330 290 390 510
Γ 36 114 124 52
N* 3.6 × 105 3.2 × 1022 4.8 × 1024 1.1 × 109
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alternating magnetic field and an oscillating position of the
trap, made it possible to determine the magnetic moment of
micro-objects more accurately, at least by one order of
magnitude.
The results obtained for 2c0s, 4c0s, and 6c0s samples (FIL)

show a correlation between the magnitude of the magnetic
moment and the concentration of magnetite per capsule. The
value of the capsule magnetic moment increases proportionally
to the average number of MNPs in the capsule. The sample
0c1s (LbL) exhibited the smallest concentration of magnetite
per capsule and was expected to have the smallest magnetic
moment. However, the experiment showed that the magnetic
moment of capsules for the sample 0c1s was smaller than that
for the samples 4c0s and 6c0s, but larger than that for the
sample 2c0s. This relates to the fact that MNPs occupy
different positions in the capsules in the samples. MNPs for the
sample 0c1s are rigidly fixed in the capsule shell and move with
the whole capsule, while nanoparticles for samples 2c0s, 4c0s,
and 6c0s float within the capsule. The demagnetizing factor of
FIL particles is greater than that of LbL particles. Therefore, an
increase in the value of the demagnetizing field leads to a
decrease in the magnetic moment. The second possible reason
that leads to the decrease in the effective magnetic moment for
FIL particles obtained in optical tweezers measurements is
associated with the redistribution of MNPs inside liquid cores
induced by microcapsule magnetic interactions.
The estimation of the average magnetic moment of the

particles was also carried out by VSM. Magnetic moment
measurements by VSM are referred to as DC measurements
because the external magnetic field changes at a low speed.
The magnetic field changes at a low frequency of 4 Hz when
the magnetic moment is measured using the optical tweezers
method. The magnetization dynamic behavior in materials is
well studied and described before.58,59 There are several
mechanisms that lead to differences in magnetic properties in
static and dynamic modes. The first mechanism is the
occurrence of eddy currents during dynamic magnetization.
This mechanism significantly affects the magnitude of the
magnetic moment of metal samples in the kilohertz frequency
range (magnetite is a dielectric). The second mechanism is the
presence of ferromagnetic resonance in the megahertz
frequency range. Therefore, from the point of view of magnetic
measurements, the optical tweezers method also belongs to the
DC type, and both methods are aimed at investigating the
static behavior of the magnetic moment in the sample. The
hysteresis loop was measured for each sample (Figure 6). All
hysteresis loops exhibit superparamagnetic behavior, which is
expected for MNPs of this size. The inset of Figure 6 zooms in
to compare the data with the results of the optical tweezers
measurements in the field of 62 Oe. The accuracy of
determining the magnetic moment of the samples under
consideration is lower than the accuracy of the optical tweezers
measurements. Therefore, the results obtained using magneto-
metry illustrate the order of magnitude of the magnetic
moment per particle, and the correlation between the magnetic
moment and the number of nanoparticles per capsule.
In addition to the magnitude of the magnetic moment, initial

magnetic susceptibility was determined based on the hysteresis
loop. The experimental susceptibility value allows us to
estimate the SAR parameter using the method described by
Davydov et al. using eq 12.42 Our calculation cannot provide
the exact value of this parameter because of the use of nonexact
approximations for values of anisotropy, the hydrodynamic

volume of the microcapsule, and the characteristic time.
Despite this, calculations allow us to obtain the order of
magnitude of the SAR value and the fact of its change for
different types of particles (Table 1). The particles were in a
liquid medium (η = 0.001 Pa·s), and the initial temperature
was equal to 23 °C. The external magnetic field was chosen to
be 100 Oe with a frequency of 100 kHz, which satisfies
Berezovich’s criterion.60 The constant of magnetic anisotropy
is 104 J/m−3,61 the characteristic time is 10−9 s, and the density
of magnetite is 5170 kg/m3.62

The hydrodynamic volume for FIL and LbL capsules was
calculated differently. MNPs move freely within the volume of
the FIL polymer shell. Therefore, the hydrodynamic volume
for microparticles of this type is equal to the volume of
nanoparticles that are inside. In the case of LbL microparticles,
magnetite is located on the surface of the polymer matrix. This
means that nanoparticles are rigidly bound to the polymer and
move as a whole. In this case, the hydrodynamic volume of the
particle is equal to the volume of the microparticle. Calculation
results are shown in Table 1. For samples 2c0s, 4c0s, and 6c0s,
the SAR value is approximately the same. However, a change in
the architecture of the particle leads to an increase in the
Brownian relaxation time, which caused an increase in the
calculated parameter. The theoretical estimation of the SAR
parameter has shown that this value increases with the
incorporation of nanoparticles into the polymer shell (sample
0c1s). The capsules 0c1s are capable of heating by 10−15 °C
based on the experimental results, which are presented in
previous studies.63−65 A slow heating rate to a temperature of
42 °C using an external alternating magnetic field is relevant
for hyperthermia. The release of a drug from capsules with
MNPs embedded in the shell can be achieved by hyperthermia.
The hyperthermic effect can be improved by increasing the
MNP loadings of the core and the shell of capsules. The
permittivity of the shell can be changed by applying an
alternating magnetic field.66

Figure 7 illustrates the motion of capsules in a blood vessel
under the influence of the external inhomogeneous magnetic
field created by a permanent magnet located near the wall of a
vessel. The capsules experience the magnetophoretic force and
the drag viscous force. The balance of these forces will make

Figure 6. Normalized hysteresis loops for water suspension of various
capsules. Sample 0c1s is the nanocomposite shell containing MNPs
(the red square) formed using the LbL assembly method. Sample
2c0s is the polymer shell with MNPs encapsulated using FIL with two
loading cycles (blue circles), and sample 4c0s corresponds to four
cycles (the yellow up-pointing triangle), while sample 6c0s has six
cycles (the green down-pointing triangle). The inset illustrates the
value of the magnetic moment per particle in the field of 62 Oe.
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the main contribution to the efficiency of capsule capture by
the external magnetic field and its localization in the region of
interest, which is especially important for navigable drug
delivery.
The magnetophoretic velocity of capsules was calculated as a

function of the external magnetic flux density gradient in
various environments: blood, plasma, and water. All calcu-
lations were performed according to eq 19. The values of the
magnetic flux density gradient were taken in the range from 0
to 1 T/mm. The capsule magnetic moment in saturation
(Table S1) was calculated from the magnetite magnetization
curve (Figure S3) as follows:

Mm M Ss MNP= ·| | (20)

where MMNP is the MNPs mass per capsule (Table 1) and |MS|
is the mass magnetization of pure magnetite in saturation. The
dynamic viscosity coefficient was taken for each environment
at a temperature of 37 °C (Table S2). The magnetophoretic
velocity of capsules in a Newtonian fluid with a viscosity typical
for human blood is shown in Figure 8a. The results for blood
plasma and water are presented in Figure S2.
Figure 8b shows that the velocity of samples strongly

depends on the amount of encapsulated MNPs; the higher the
load, the higher the velocity. The average values of blood flow
velocities in cerebral capillaries measured by Ivanov et al. are in
the range from 0.5 to 1.5 mm/s, the flow velocity in the
majority of muscle capillaries (75%) ranges from 0.6 to 1.5

mm/s, and the velocity above 1.5 mm/s is in 17% of
capillaries.67 Wolf et al. have shown the mean flow velocity in
perimacular capillaries of 3.28 ± 0.45 mm/s in healthy subjects
and 2.89 ± 0.57 mm/s in patients with diabetes mellitus.68 For
the lymphatic capillaries, the median velocities of 0.51 mm/s
were shown by Fischer et al.69 The magnetophoretic velocities
of the particles are comparable to the values of the blood flow
velocities in capillaries and the velocities in lymphatic
capillaries. Thus, moving these submicron capsules in the
magnetic field gradient is a prospective technique for the
application in blood capillaries and lymphatic vessels. By
comparing the relative scattering of magnetic moment values
Δm/mOT (Table 1), one can see that with an increasing
amount of MNPs in the samples, the less is the relative
scattering of the magnetic moment. The relative scattering for
the LbL method for magnetite loading is higher than that for
the FIL method.
Table 1 summarizes all experimental data: the number and

mass of MNPs per capsule, the volume fraction of MNPs and
the MIPD of MNPs inside the capsule, as well as magnetic
moments measured using optical tweezers (mOT) and the VSM
(mVSM), magnetic parameters of SAR, magnetic coupling
parameter Γ, and aggregation parameter N*. All samples have a
diameter of 0.5 ± 0.1 μm, and their concentrations in
suspensions used in the studies are ∼109/mL.
The magnetic moment for the first type of capsules loaded

with different amounts of MNPs depends on the volume
fraction of MNPs and increases with the growing number of
MNPs. Both methods, magnetometry and optical tweezers,
demonstrate the same trends of the increasing magnetic
moment with increasing FIL cycle numbers (Table 1). It was
found out that the magnetic moment is determined not only
by the amount of magnetite in one capsule but also by the
MNP location. Sample 0c1s containing one magnetite layer in
the shell (0.09 pg./capsule) shows a higher mOT magnetic
moment than sample 2c0s (0.13 pg./capsules) loaded with
MNPs using the FIL approach twice. A similar behavior for
SAR was observed for samples 0c1s and 2c0s (Table 1).
The magnetic coupling parameter Γ and the aggregation

parameter N* were also calculated (Table 1). Γ is the ratio
between the magnetic energy of two magnetized particles and
thermal energy. For all samples, the Γ value is significantly

Figure 7. Motion of capsules in a blood vessel in an external
inhomogeneous permanent magnetic field. The inset illustrates an
enlarged view of the magnetic capsules.

Figure 8. Dependence of the magnetophoretic velocity of capsules in the blood model on the external magnetic flux density gradient for all four
samples (a). Sample 0c1s is the nanocomposite shell containing MNPs (red) formed using the LbL assembly method. Sample 2c0s is the polymer
shell with MNPs encapsulated using FIL with two loading cycles (blue), and sample 4c0s corresponds to four cycles (yellow), while sample 6c0s
has six cycles (green). Dependence of the slope of the magnetophoretic velocity curve on the MNP mass (MMNP) per capsule (b).
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higher than the unit value. It means that the magnetic
interaction predominates over the thermal one.31 The high Γ
value leads to an extremely high magnitude of the aggregation
parameter N* for any feasible concentration according to eq
10. The high magnitude of N* causes the formation of
elongated chains from composite shells containing MNPs.31 If
the aggregation parameter is higher than 10, as it is in our
samples, bundles of chains are formed.31 Bundle formation has
already been demonstrated using optical microscopy.8

Therefore, nanocomposite carriers demonstrate the trend to
form aggregates under the impact of the magnetic field. The
behavior of such types of shells depends on the volume
fraction of MNPs and where these MNPs were distributed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The single submicron polymer/magnetite nanoparticle capsu-
les were synthesized using FIL and LbL assembly methods.
Two types of capsules were prepared. The first one is the
polymer shell containing the encapsulated MNPs preloaded in
the template vaterite core using the FIL method. The amount
of MNPs is varied depending on the number of FIL cycles and
equals 2, 4, and 6. TEM images of individual capsules
confirmed that there are different amounts of MNPs inside
polymer shells for samples with different numbers of FIL
cycles. The second type of capsules is the nanocomposite shell
formed using the LbL assembly method with subsequent
absorption of the polymer and MNPs.
The VSM measurements are based on measuring the

integral signal from a large number of particles and estimating
the average magnetic moment per capsule. This method is less
accurate because of a low signal level and the variation in the
number of capsules per sample. Measurements using optical
tweezers allow for the determination of the magnetic moment
of individual capsules. The magnetic moments of more than a
dozen capsules of each of the four samples were determined
during the measurements. Such a number of measurements
makes it possible to obtain some statistics, but nevertheless
does not exclude the fact that most of the capsules can have
different values of the magnetic moment on average. The
relative scattering of the magnetic moment has the lowest value
for the submicron capsules with MNPs encapsulated using the
FIL method, and the more MNPs are present in capsules, the
less is the relative scattering.
The magnetic moment of an individual capsule was

measured using the optical tweezers method. The method
appeared to be appropriate for measuring the magnetic
moment of an individual capsule with an accuracy of 10−17

A·m2. This allows controlling the magnetic properties of
capsules and estimating the force affecting them in the gradient
magnetic field in the targeted drug delivery systems.
The results obtained using the optical tweezers method

showed that the magnetic moment of microcapsules depends
on the type of nanoparticle distribution. The demagnetizing
factor of FIL particles is greater than that of LbL particles. The
increase in the value of the demagnetizing field leads to a
decrease in the magnetic moment.
The SAR parameter was also estimated for various samples.

This value slightly varies with the amount of magnetite in an
individual capsule, but it depends on the fabrication method.
As the MNPs are rigidly bound to the shell, the Neél processes
prevail over the Brownian ones and lead to increased heating in
an external magnetic field.

The knowledge of the magnetic moment of nanocomposite
carriers can be used for calculating the magnetic field and the
magnetic field gradient for magnetic separation and target drug
delivery navigation. The magnetic coupling parameter Γ was
estimated, and it appears to be significantly higher than 1 for all
samples. This means that the value of magnetic interaction
between two particles is higher than that of thermal energy.
Moreover, the magnetic coupling parameter determined the
aggregation parameter N*. The N* magnitude is higher than 1
for all samples; therefore, the particles formed bundles of
chains under the influence of the magnetic field.
The calculated magnetophoretic velocity of particles with

the maximum MNP loading using the FIL method is
comparable with the velocities of blood flow in different
types of capillaries as well as lymphatic vessels. The studied
nanocomposite carriers containing MNPs are promising in
terms of being applied in the low-gradient magnetic separation
of cells and exosomes used in multifunctional drug delivery
carriers navigated by the magnetic field gradient monitored by
MRI and optoacoustic imaging. The obtained results suggest
that capsules made by LbL are better to use for drug delivery
because in that case, MNPs are embedded in the shell and do
not occupy the place inside of a capsule, which makes more
room for the drug to be loaded. In the case of capsules made
by FIL, MNPs are loaded into the core, which allows one to
achieve maximum concentration of the MNPs inside the shell,
and thus, it is better for hyperthermia. Moreover, the remote
release approach could be realized through the alternating
magnetic field. Additionally, catalytic properties of MNPs
presented in the nanocomposite shell can be used for diagnosis
and therapy.70
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